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· PGP_InterfaceUnit is an interface unit containing all component functions and types. · MCPGP_PUB_Hook is a package
public routine which hooks and overrides PGP public routines so they can be used directly from your application and will
automatically sign and/or encrypt your data. · MCPGP_PRIV_Hook is a package private routine which hooks and overrides
PGP private routines so they can be used directly from your application and will automatically sign and/or encrypt your data. ·
MCPGP_PUB_Hook is used for PGP public routines. It calls the appropriate public routine and returns the signature result. ·
MCPGP_PRIV_Hook is used for PGP private routines. It calls the appropriate private routine and returns the signature result. ·
MCPGP_PUB_Hook may be overridden to support additional or custom PGP public functions. · MCPGP_PRIV_Hook may be
overridden to support additional or custom PGP private functions. · MCPGP_PUB_V1 and MCPGP_PRIV_V1 support IDE
(32/64 bits) and Win32 (32/64 bits) platforms. · MCPGP_PUB_V2 and MCPGP_PRIV_V2 support IDE (32/64 bits) and
Win64 (32/64 bits) platforms. · MCPGP_PUB_V2 and MCPGP_PRIV_V2 are the V2 versions that support PGP's PKCS #11
module which is used to access PKCS #11-compliant token-based cryptographic devices such as smart cards, USB dongles, and
other storage. · MCPGP_PUB_V3 and MCPGP_PRIV_V3 are the V3 versions that support the new PGP key infrastructure
(PGPKI) standard for managing, storing and exchanging encryption keys using a web of trust. · MCPGP_PUB_V3 and
MCPGP_PRIV_V3 are the V3 versions that support the new PGP key infrastructure (PGPKI) standard for managing, storing
and exchanging encryption keys using a web of trust. · MCPGP_PUB_V4 and MCPGP_PRIV_V4 are the V4 versions that
support PGP's PKCS #11 module which is
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The keymacro routine can be used to encrypt a string or a file with the user's secret key. It will produce an array of bytes of the
same length as the source string/file. Read the source data and place it into the array. The array will be encrypted into a new
array that will be returned as the keymacro's return value. The keymacro uses the following algorithm to generate its encrypted
key. It should be noted that the keymacro routine can only be used to encrypt a string or a file; it can not be used to encrypt a
block of memory. 1. Create an empty array. 2. Convert the data to a sequence of bytes using the following algorithm. Public
Key: First 2 bytes: ASCII UserID Next byte: 1 for keyType field Next byte: 1 for keyVersion field Next byte: 2 for keyLength
field 2. KeyLength - ASCII string containing the user's private key password Next byte: 1 for encryptedData field Next byte:
Length of the encryptedData field Next byte: Bytes of the encryptedData field 3. KeyLength - ASCII string containing the user's
public key Next byte: 1 for keyType field Next byte: 1 for keyVersion field Next byte: 2 for keyLength field 2. KeyLength ASCII string containing the user's public key Next byte: 1 for encryptedData field Next byte: Length of the encryptedData field
Next byte: Bytes of the encryptedData field The bytes in the encryptedData field are returned as the keymacro's return value.
TStrPGPPGDK Object The TStrPGPPGDK object encapsulates all the information contained in the default PGP default
keyring on the local computer. This object is a simple dynamic array of bytes and is accessed directly as a string. This object is
meant for use with the functions in the MCPGP.pas unit. The TStrPGPPGDK class contains the following properties: Property
name Description Name Returns a string containing the UserID of the keys present in the default keyring. GetUserID Returns
the UserID of the keys present in the default keyring. The UserID is a sequence of numbers. Each number corresponds to a key
stored 1d6a3396d6
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The MCPGP.int interface unit provides the methods that allow your application to interact with the PGP (Pretty Good Privacy)
Cryptographic Toolkit. These methods enable you to create and access PGP keys, use them to encrypt and decrypt data, and
verify the signatures and authenticity of the data. The application provided with the demo package is a simple code that
illustrates how to perform all the functions described in the manual and interface units. This component uses Pure Delphi code
to access the native PGP SDK dynamic-link libraries. It also uses Pure Delphi and native code to perform the
encryption/decryption and signature verification. Program Description: The code below shows an encryption procedure. The
procedure must be entered on the form where the "Pass" is to be encrypted. The form and the procedure are named
MCPGPDemo. This procedure calls a function of the PGP SDK interface module, MCPGP.Int. The function reads and stores
the Pass from the form, encrypts it using the symmetric algorithm provided in this component and the user ID, the
algorithm/mode of operation of the encryption, the key, and the user's password (specified by the "Password" property of the
form). Then it writes the encrypted data back to the form. function MCPGPDemo.Encrypt(const Pass: string; const UserID:
string; Mode: string; Key: string; Alg: string; Password: string): string; var CmpPass: TCMPPGPString; pw: array[0..10] of byte;
h, i: integer; begin pw[0]:= Pass[1]; pw[1]:= Pass[2]; pw[2]:= Pass[3]; pw[3]:= Pass[4]; pw[4]:= Pass[5]; pw[5]:= Pass[6];
pw[6]:= Pass[7]; pw[7]:= Pass[8]; pw[8]:= Pass[9]; pw[9]:= Pass[10]; pw[10]:= 0; for i:= 0 to 255 do begin pw[i]:= pw[i] xor
(encrypt_byte(pw, i) x

What's New in the?
· Written in Delphi and requires PGP SDK versions 1.7.x and 2.x. · Supports PGP SDK 1.7.x and 2.x versions · Includes all
Delphi source code used in the project · PGP functions (handles all PGP actions): · Generate a key pair · Validate or change the
secret key's password · Read key info: User ID, Fingerprint (as a string of hex quads), Secret key (if present), Public key, Key
ID, and IsSecretKey flag · Replace all UserIDs existing in the Key by a single UserID. Can also be used to rename an UserID ·
Decode and encode data using Private or Public Key: string to string, string to file, file to string, memory to memory, memory to
file, file to memory, and file to file · Sign messages on encode and retrieve signer(s) info on decode How to get the component
1. You may download the component's files to your Delphi project. 2. After that you need to include the component's unit in
your project Important Notice: · Installation of this component requires access to a PKCS#11 compatible hardware token and
PIN entry. If you don't have a hardware token you can use the PCKSC11 Simulator instead. To do so you need to download it
from the link below. This simulator is a windows application and requires the activation of a Personal token. 2. Register for a
free Personal token at PCKSC11 Simulator (more information) 3. Place the component in your project, use the functions from
it. License · License information for the use of the component is given below. · You can use the component in any applications,
free and commercial, without any warranty. · You may use this component under the terms of the New BSD License. · License
information for the use of the component is given below. · You can use the component in any applications, free and commercial,
without any warranty. · You may use this component under the terms of the New BSD License. · License information for the
use of the component is given below. · You can use the component in any applications, free and commercial, without any
warranty. · You may use this component under the terms of the New BSD License. · License information for the use of the
component is
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System Requirements For PGP Component And Routines For Delphi:
Recommended: 1. NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 or higher with the latest drivers 2. Intel HD Graphics 400 or AMD HD 7000
series or higher 3. Intel HD 3000 or AMD HD 2000 series or higher 4. Windows 7 64 bit or higher 5. 3 GB RAM Minimum: 1.
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750 or higher 4. Windows 7 32 bit 5.
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